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1. Introduction 

Direct reconstruction of the deuteron wave function (DWF) based on 
its relation with measured quantities within the Impulse Approximation (IA) 
framework is possible for the reaction of the deuteron' electrodisintegration 
ed-> enp, and also for reactions with nuclear probe such as A(d,'p)X at zero 
angle and p(d,p)d (at 180° in the center of mass). · · · 

The comparison of the momentum distributions 'of'the fragments ex
tracted in this way from experiments with electromagnetic ar\.d nuclear probes1- 3 

has revealed their similarity' even in a region where appreciable deviati<'>n fro~ 
the IA calculations take place. This circumstance·gave a strong motivation 
to develop a program of investigations· of polarization observables in reactions 
with nuclear probes, which would allow to reconstruct the DWF components. 
The measurement of T20 in dp backward elastic scattering ~as one of the first 
experiments.with a p'olarized deuteron beam afSATURNE~24. 

Here we present results of measurements of this observable\vhich were 
performed at the JINR synhrophasotron mainly in the range of energies un
reachable at SATURNE. ,The investigation was carried out by the Dubria~ 
Saclay-Virginia collaboration, which was organized to study'polarizatiori phe
nomena in the elast.ic backward dp scattering both at Saclay ·and 1at Dubna. · 

2. Experiment 

The tensor polarized beam of intensity 109 deuterons/beam spill inci
dented on a 30 cm liquid hydrogen target. The beam polarization states were 
changed in a bunch-after-bunch mode during data taking; the beam polariza
tion was Pto = 0.49 ± 0.03 and p20 = -0.52 ± 0.04. 

The recoil protons emit- 3000 ,--'-'....;.--,--,---,--'r--,,---.---.--.~ 

ted in lab. inforward direction 
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· at 0 ± 15 mrad were detected 
after the beam-line in the mag
netic spectrometer 1ALPHA. The 
corresponding angular acceptance 
in the center of mass systemin
creased from (180±2.4)0 at the 
lowest energy to (180±3.0) 0 at 
the highest energy of the pri
mary beam: The backward scat
tered deuterons were not de
tected; in this case· one needs 06=:1 ~, 
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Pp, GeV/c. to have high momentum reso
lution to reject non-elastic events. 
In this experiment Ae.° =·0.3% 
was achieved; it corr:sponds to 

Fig:1 Forward proton "momentum distribu
tion in vicinity of backward elastic peak. 
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a missing mass resolution of 4 
Me V for the lowest energy and 
8 MeV for the highest. aoo ~~.....-~~-'.--~~~~~~ 

'<-:- " 
The. separation of ei'as

tic events from the background 
(mainly d~uteron breakup re
action in the region of the kine- . 
matical limit) is illustrated in 
Fig.I. It was also necessary to· 
separate protons from inelasti
cally scattered deuterons with 
the same momentum from the 
reactioJ?..p(d,d')X 5. This ~on
tamination contribute up to 3000 
deuterons per 1 proton at the 
highest energy. To reject such 
events .at the trigger level, a 
digital TOF-trigger6 was. tuned. 
to make.rather softrejection. 
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Fig.2 Mass distribution ( deuterons are 
suppressed partly by the TOF-trigger). 
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The final separation of protons from deuterons was done using measured 
values of particle momenta and their times of flight. The mass separation 
achieved is illustrated in Fig. 2. · ' · • ; > • 

3. · Results 

In the framework of the IA the expression T20 is identical for p( d, p )d and 
p(d,p)X reactions (when one considers the deuteron as S- and D-component 
system only); the main goal of this· experiment was to establish whether this 
equality of T20 for the two reactions holds true in reality. The rather large 
momentum acceptance of the spectrometer (see Fig.I) 'allowed us to. follow 
the regime of change of 1'20 as the breakup process approaches its kinematical 
limit: backward elastic scattering. In Fig.3 the backward elastic scattering 
data are presented together with the breakup data from this experiment taken 
far away from the kinematical limit at each energy, and with the data for 
12C(d,p)X reaction at 9 GeV/c7. One can see that breakup data from these 
different experiments are dose to each other in spite of the different energies 
and targets (carbon and hydrogen). One can see also an important·differencc 
between T20 values for breakup reaction and for backward elastic scattering 
which is maximum at k·= 0.65 GeV/c. 

Never-the-lei's, the general k-dependence of 1'20 in both reactions demon
strate U1e. same important disagreements with expectations based on IA-like 
appr.01:1-ches: 1'20 dc:;esnotad1i~ve e~pect<;d value of minimum ( -v'2) in vicinity 
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of I.:= O.:J GcV /c'A and in contradiction with the predictions have a tendency. 
to remain negative at higher values of k. 

The new measurements of dp bacward elastic scattering were underlook 
in Dulrna 1 his year. The data analysis now in progress. But it is possible to 
say already now that 1'20 remains negative up.to~:= 0.85 GeV/c. 

To explain revealed· ef
fects one can consider the ·ad
ditional to IA mechanisms, dif
ferent for the discussed reac-
t ions. It is possible also nY 
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maining in lhf' fr;imcwork of the ~ o.o 
I-

I A, to assume more than two-
rnmponcnt D\VF. For example, 
two P-wavc in the D\1/Fcmcrgcs 
when t lw deuteron is consid
ered in relativistic approach9 , 

or, N• N projections. of the Ci
quark D\VFIO arc PSScnt.ial. It 
is important. to stress that if 
the D\VF has a P-wave compo
nc11t thl'll tlic idcntit'y bctwf'cn 
the Ii\ cxpressio,is for T20 for 
the discussed two reactions dis
appears12. 
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Fig.3 T20 for backward elastic scattering 
and for breakup feaction far from the · 
elastic peak (this experiment) and for the 
12 'f ) r · 7 C ( d, p .\ reaction . 

The relativistic model of the deuteron assuming more than two argu
ments of the D\1/F 11 must. be considered also. i\ more detailed an;ilysis of 
these hypotheses in the light of the new data needs to be done. 

Tl1is work has been supported in part by the Russian Foundation for 
Fundamental Research under grant No. 93-02-3!)6], and by the US N;ition;il 
Science Foundation (C.F.P.: grant PHY!Jl-ll!J,12) and US Dept.. of Energy 
(V.P.: grant DE-FG05-8!J10525). 
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A)Krnpeii JI.C. II 'AP· El-94-156 
lfaMepem1e T 20 B yrrpyroM dp-pacceSIHIIII Ha3aA 

rrpH HMIIYJibCe 'AeHTpOHa 3.5-6 rsB/ c 

Ilpe'ACTaBJieHbl 'AaHHhle no TeH30pHOH aHaJIII3Hpyrom;eii crroco6HOCTH Tzo 

B peaKU:IIH dp-pacceSIHHSI Ha3aA rrpH HMIIYJihCe HaqaJibHhlX AeiiTpOHOB 
3,5-6 rsB/c, qTO cooTBeTCTByeT 'AIIarra3oHy BHYTpeHHHx IIMIIYJihCOB 
KOHCTHTyeHTOB B AeiiTpoHe k = 0,5-0,8 rsB/ c. Ha6JIIOAaeTC51 HoBaSI crpyKTy
pa rrpH k = 0,65 rsB/ c. 06cy)K'AaeTc51 pa3JIHqHe B rroBe'AeHnH T 20 B dp-yrrpyroM 

pacceSIHIIII Ha3aA II B peaKU:IIH qJparMeHTaU:IIII 'AeHTPOHa, KOTOpa51 HMee-r IIJiaB
Hoe rroBeAeHne T 20 rrpn 6oJihIIIIIX k. 

Pa6oTa BhIIIOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTopnn BhlCOKnx sHeprnii OIUIH. 

npenpmn Qm,e;:vrnemmro 11HCT11ryrn ll'Aep11b1x 11cCJJe'AOBa1111i1. L{y6tta, 1994 

Azhgirey L.S. et al. El-94-156 
Measurements of T 20 in Backward Elastic dp Scattering 

at Deuteron Momenta 3.5-6 GeV le 

We present results of measurements of the tensor analyzing power T20 in 

dp backward elastic scattering at initial deuterons momenta 3.5-6.0 GeV I c, 
which corresponds the range of internal momentum of the deuteron constituents 
k = 0.5-0.8 GeV /c. New structure was observed at k = 0.65 GeV /c. Difference 
between behavior of T20 for dp backward elastic scattering and for breakup 

reaction, which have a smooth behavior of T20 at high k, is discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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